
Mercado  de  Diseño  –  Design
Market at Matadero
Design and tech geeks out there – brace yourselves! Mercado de
Diseño  is  back  at  Matadero  to  bring  together  design  and
technology at the market’s fourth edition. This year’s theme
is #funnytech and will bring into the spotlight the freshest
talents in design in Madrid. It will be a weekend for culture,
food and fun.

Aperitivos Swing
Put on your dancing shoes and head to Plaza Matadero this
Sunday for Aperitivos Swing! Thanks to Swing Activity Madrid,
from  noon  to  three  you  and  your  friends  can  spend  your
afternoon learning how to swing dance!

Madrid Surf Film Festival
How do you combine your love for surfing and film here in
Madrid?  The  Madrid  Surf  Film  Festival  of  course!  Enjoy
watching films that show off the passion for the ocean, the
sport of surfing, and the good times that come out of the
beach culture. Cineteca Matadero hosts this three day festival
in  hopes  of  connecting  film  directors,  professionals,
athletes, and fans through the picture on the big screen.
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Big  Food  Event  at  Matadero
Madrid!
Calling  on  all  foodies  and  lovers  of  design!  Mark  down
September 25-27 in your calendars because you’re going to have
a  whole  lot  to  see  and  taste.  Madrid’s  Matadero  will  be
celebrating  the  first  edition  of  BIG  FOOD,  an  event  that
highlights  the  relationship  between  design  and  gastronomy,
thanks to the work of chefs and designs teams of all kinds.
You won’t to miss this!

Behind  this  concept  is  DIMAD  (Asociación  Diseñadores  de
Madrid), with its program: di_food (that organizes gastronomy-
inspired exhibits, courses, talks and more) and oopen estudio
de diseño estratégico.

Here’s the event page

#BigFoodMad #BigFood #gastronomia #diseño
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